We prove that the SU (3) C ⊗ SU (2) L ⊗ SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X (3-2-3-1) gauge model always contains a matter parity W P = (−1) 3(B−L)+2s as conserved residual gauge symmetry, where
masses [4, 5] 1 . Further, the new physics plays important roles in interpreting the neutral meson mixings and rare meson decays [7] as well as appropriate answer to the V ub problem [8] . However, the model does not give a natural solution for dark matter and family number.
Indeed, the lightest right-handed neutrino may be tuned to have a mass in keV regime responsible for long-lived warm dark matter. But, they would overpopulate the universe due to relevant gauge interactions which acquires non-standard dilution mechanisms as well as testable strict phenomena [9] . Less fine-tuning is cold dark matter scenarios that necessarily add a new field to the model and impose a stabilizing symmetry, typically a matter parity as residual B − L gauge symmetry or just the gauge symmetry like the minimal dark matter model or global symmetries [10] .
However, the dark sector of such attempts still remains to be arbitrary, ad hoc included, because it is decoupled from (i.e., commuted with) the normal sector under the gauge symmetry.
Therefore, we would like to search for a stabilizing mechanism by virtue of a noncommutative B − L gauge symmetry that uniquely determines dark matter from the known normal matter as forming an irreducible gauge multiplet (dark matter, normal matter) by symmetry principles. This is in sharp contrast to the usual global and Abelian B, L, B − L extensions of the standard model, including the minimal left-right symmetric model. Generally, the dark matter has an anomalous (wrong) B − L number, while the normal matter has a normal B − L number. Furthermore, the breaking of this noncommuting B − L symmetry defines both the seesaw scale that keeps small neutrino masses and the matter parity that stabilizes dark matter. By this proposal, the smallness of neutrino masses and the stability of dark matter are originally connected, in the same nature.
However, in the model the dark matter mass is set by another new physics scale that separates the multiplet of dark matter and normal matter, opposite to the usual interpretation 2 .
The idea of realizing a noncommuting B − L gauge symmetry (i.e., combining it with electroweak charges in a non-Abelian group) often composes the solution of family number (see, for instance, [11] ). Therefore, there have recently attempted to solve the mentioned last two questions (dark matter and family number) by enlarging the left and/or right weak-isospin groups, i.e. SU (2) L,R [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The simplest versions achieved include gauge symmetries, SU (3) C ⊗ SU (2) L ⊗ SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X (3-2-3-1) and SU (3) C ⊗ SU (3) L ⊗ SU (2) R ⊗ U (1) X (3-3-2-1), respectively. However, the former is somewhat simpler than the latter due to its left-handed sector remaining as the standard model, to be investigated further in this work. A predictive feature of such left-right gauge extension is that the B − L charge of new fields is determined by their electric charge, Q = T 3L + T 3R + 1 2 (B − L). For instance, new SU (2) L,R singlets have B − L = 2Q, which differs from that of ordinary particles. In fact, the most new fields have a wrong B − L charge, if they have a usual electric charge. The highlight of the present model is that all the existing issues can be manifestly described by gauge principles-a gauge completion.
Indeed, the 3-2-3-1 model explains the family number by SU (3) R anomaly cancellation, analogous to the 3-3-1 model [17] . It already provides the neutrino masses via a seesaw mechanism similar to the minimal left-right symmetric model [4, 5] . Unlike the conventional dark matter theories, the 3-2-3-1 model encloses and treats B − L = 2(βT 8R + X) as a noncommuting gauge charge of SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X . Due to this fact, the model naturally accommodates dark matter as component fields that complete the SU (3) R multiplets, e.g. SU (2) R , where N and D refer to a normal field and dark field, respectively. The B − L-charged scalar field breaks the 3-2-3-1 symmetry, defining both the seesaw scale as the scalar vacuum value producing small neutrino masses and the matter parity W P = (−1) 3(B−L)+2s as residual SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X gauge symmetry responsible for dark matter stability. The D fields (having wrong B − L number) are W -odd, whereas the N fields (having normal B − L number) are Weven 3 . The lightest W -odd particle (LWP) is a dark matter candidate 4 , stabilized by the matter parity conservation. Additionally, in the model the tree-level FCNCs arise due to the discrimination of right-handed quark families under the gauge symmetry [14] . This easily addresses the issues of the neutral meson mixings and rare meson decays [18] . The new physics is mostly predicted in the TeV region, which may be searched at the current colliders.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we give a review of the model, examining the matter parity, dark matter versions and candidates. Additionally, we discuss the existing bounds and necessary conditions for the scalar potential. Sec. III presents the neutrino mass generation and lepton flavor violation processes. Sec. IV studies the new gauge bosons at the colliders. Sec. V calculates dark matter observables. We make conclusions in Sec. VI. This section summarizes work already done in [14] . But, the gauge symmetry breaking and the origin of the matter parity and dark matter stability are extensively discussed.
A. Gauge symmetry and particle content As stated, the gauge symmetry is given by
where the hypercharge is enlarged as U (1) Y → SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X , which will result in the family number, neutrino mass, and dark matter due to the nature of the extended group.
Since the gauge symmetry contains those of the minimal left-right symmetry and the standard model, the electric charge, hypercharge and baryon-minus-lepton charge are embedded as
where , 2, 3, ..., 8) , and X are SU (2) L , SU (3) R , and U (1) X charges, respectively. Q, Y , and B−L act as non-Abelian charges, not commuting with the gauge symmetry.
The coefficient β is arbitrary. Particularly, Q and B − L satisfy
where q ≡ −(1 + √ 3β)/2 will define the electric charge and B − L for new particles.
The fermions transform under the gauge symmetry as
where a = 1, 2, 3 and α = 1, 2 are family indices. ν R , E, and J are new particles included to complete the representations. To cancel [SU (3) R ] 3 anomaly, the number of SU (3) R fermion triplets must equal the number of SU (3) R fermion antitriplets. Therefore, the family number must match that of color, and the third quark family must be arranged differently from the first two.
It is verified that all other anomalies are cancelled too. Note that after symmetry breaking the SU (3) R antitriplets and triplets decompose under SU (2) R as 3 * = 2 * ⊕ 1 and 
, where note that T iR = λ i /2 for triplets while T iR = −λ * i /2 for antitriplets. All the new and usual quarks have the same SU (3) C quantum number, 3, which is unbroken.
To break the gauge symmetry and generate the particle masses appropriately, the scalar content is introduced as
with vacuum expectation values (VEVs),
The fields' superscript is electric charge. The B − L charge is given in Table I , in which the gauge fields were specified in [14] . We can divide particles into two classes: normal particles include the standard model and new particles carrying normal B − L charge or differing from that by even unit, whereas wrong particles are those having abnormal B − L charge which depends on q. The wrong and normal particles are manifestly unified in the right gauge multiplets, for instance, lepton
, and so on. 
B. Symmetry breaking and W -parity
The spontaneous symmetry breaking is implemented through three possible ways. The first way assumes w Λ u, v, and the gauge symmetry is broken as
is the residual symmetry of B − L which conserves the vacuum, W P Λ = Λ. We deduce ω = kπ for k integer, and thus
. Among the survival transformations, considering k = 3 and conveniently multiplying the spin-parity (−1) 2s as conserved by the Lorentz symmetry, we obtain the matter parity
explicit left-right asymmetric phase, translating to an intermediate left-right symmetric phase, and going down the electroweak phase by spontaneous parity breaking.
The second way assumes Λ w u, v, and the gauge symmetry is broken as
is a discrete symmetry orthogonal to X , defined by Λ (note that B − L is not factorized at this stage), and W P takes the normal one (after multiplying the spin parity) determined by w. Since SU (2) L is not interchanged to SU (2) R , there is no leftright symmetric phase for this scheme. In other words, this way breaks the gauge symmetry to the alternative left-right model, rather than the left-right.
The last case is w ∼ Λ, and the gauge symmetry is broken as
It is easily shown that B − L commutes with the standard model symmetry and its remnant is W P defined by Λ vacuum. This case does not recognize the left-right symmetric phase.
Therefore, every symmetry breaking scheme leads to the matter parity W P as a residual gauge symmetry, which is not commuted with the beginning gauge symmetry. Its value is listed in Table I . The normal particles have W P = 1. The wrong particles have W P = P + or P − , where
, ... for all m integer. This assumption is natural, since those values of the electric charge are unlikely. For instance, if q takes normal charges, i.e. q = m/3, then P ± = −1 and the wrong particles become odd fields.
The W P conservation implies that wrong particles always couple in pairs or self-couple. Indeed, consider an interaction consisting of x P + fields and y P − fields for x, y integers. W P is conserved, leading to (P + ) x (P − ) y = (−1) (6q+1)(x−y) = 1, thus x = y for arbitrary q. P + and P − always appear in pairs. This also applies for (P + ) 2 and (P − ) 2 fields. If an interaction contains either (P + ) 2 or (P − ) 2 field, it has two other either P − or P + fields, respectively, leading to the selfcouple of three W -fields. Therefore, the lightest wrong particle (LWP) is stabilized responsible for dark matter if it carries no electric and color charges. We have three versions for dark matter
respectively. However, the version q = 1 is ruled out by matching the gauge couplings as shown below.
The version q = 0 includes dark matter candidates as a fermion combined of E 1,2,3 , a scalar combined of φ 1 , S 13 , Ξ 13 , or a gauge boson X R . The version q = −1 has dark matter candidates as a gauge boson Y R or a scalar combined of φ 2 , S 23 . As studied in [14] , one combination of φ 2 , S 23
is the Goldstone boson of Y R , the corresponding candidate is only
Similarly, one combination of φ 1 , S 13 , Ξ 13 is the Goldstone boson of X R , the relevant candidates are H 6,7,8 are proportional to w and/or Λ, which should be radically larger than the weak scale.
C. Existing constraints
Let vectors A aLµ , A iRµ , and B µ couple to T aL , T iR , and X in the covariant derivative according to the coupling constants g L,R,X respectively, and denote
The new gauge bosons
Λ, where W 1 is analogous to the standard
B is massless eigenstate, while the standard model
slightly mixes with the heavy states Z R , Z R , given orthogonally to the field parenthesized in A, Z, via the mixing parameters
The VEVs w, Λ break the new symmetries and give the masses for new particles, while u, v break
X finitely mix, which yield physical states Z1 = c Z R − s ZR and Z 1 = s Z R + c ZR, with the mixing angle and their masses dependent on w, Λ [14] . the standard model symmetry and provide the masses for ordinary particles. For consistency, we impose u, v w, Λ. Additionally, the W mass implies u 2 + v 2 (246 GeV) 2 .
Due to the mixings of W, Z with the respective new gauge bosons, the ρ-parameter ρ = m 2 W /c 2 W m 2 Z as well as the well-measured couplings of W, Z with fermions are modified through ξ, 1,2 [14] . Fitting to the data, the new physics scales, assuming w = Λ, take lower bounds in several TeV, for instance, Λ > 2.1 TeV for β = 1/ √ 3 (or q = −1) and Λ > 3.9 TeV for β = −1/ √ 3 (or q = 0). Note that only the upper bound for ∆ρ is taken into account, which differs from [14] .
As presented in [14] , matching the gauge couplings leads to
where recall
respectively. Taking t R = 1 as motivated/protected by the left-right symmetry, we have s 2 W < 1/(2 + β 2 ), thus −1.822 < q < 0.822, where note that β = −(1 + 2q)/ √ 3 and s 2 W = 0.231. Comparing to the previous section, there are only two dark matter versions for q = 0, −1.
When the energy scale increases, g L,R slightly change, while g X significantly rises. A Landau pole M at which s 2 W (M ) = 1/(2 + β 2 ) or g X (M ) = ∞ may result, depending on q, where we set t R (M ) = 1 for simplicity. Of course, the model works only if Λ, w < M . For instance, the Landau pole approaches the weak scale if q tends to either of its bounds (these cases should be ruled out by other contraints), and the Landau pole is M ∼ 10 TeV for q = −1/2 or β = 0. Further, the Landau poles for the dark matter versions q = 0, −1 are actually larger than the Planck scale.
We would like to emphasize that the source of FCNCs is due to the third right-handed quark multiplet (Q 3R ) transforming differently from the first two (Q αR ), i.e. a result of the non-universal fermion families [14] . Thus, the tree-level FCNCs occur via both gauge and Yukawa interactions, with the relevant couplings derived as [14] 
where Γ u , Γ d , Θ Z R are the couplings that depend only on the ordinary quark mixing matrix elements of both the left and right sectors and the VEVs (u, v). There is no mixing between the ordinary and new quarks due to the matter-parity conservation. It means the interactions of the FCNCs with H 2 , Z R do not depend on the way of the symmetry breaking, but the amplitudes of the induced effective FCNC interactions do, set by H 2 , Z R masses. Eq. (15) modifies the neutral meson mass differences, ∆m K , ∆m Bs , ∆m B d , and thus constrains w and Λ in a few TeV, in agreement with those from the ρ and mixing parameters [14] .
All the analyses have been presented with the assumption w ∼ Λ, which is appropriate to the third way of the symmetry breaking. When either w Λ (the first way symmetry breaking) or Λ w (the second way symmetry breaking, preferred in the current work), all the above bounds simply apply for the corresponding lower scale, with slightly changed numerical-values. In these cases, the higher scale gives no contribution.
The scalar potential that is invariant under the gauge symmetry and renormalizable is
where the potential parameters are defined similarly to [14] . The necessary conditions for the scalar potential to be bounded from below as well as to induce the gauge symmetry breaking are
Additionally, we have four relations from the potential minimization, which imply f ∼ w, Λ, and that all the Higgs masses have to be positive [14] . Expand the neutral scalar fields around their 
III. NEUTRINO MASS AND LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION
The Yukawa interactions of leptons are given by [14] 
After the symmetry breaking, the charged leptons (l, E) gain appropriate masses,
6 Besides, the model includes eleven new heavy Higgs bosons, the neutral
33 , as well as eleven Goldstone boson modes, where the mixing angle, the physical states, and their masses can be explicitly found in [14] .
proportional to the weak and large scales, respectively.
The neutral leptons get Dirac masses via u and right-handed Majorana masses via Λ, given in the basis (ν L , ν c R ) as follows
Because of u Λ, the type I seesaw mechanism applies and the active neutrinos (∼ ν L ) obtain small Majorana masses as
By contrast, the sterile neutrinos (∼ ν R ) have large Majorana masses,
Using
, we evaluate
The model predicts Λ ∼ 10 10 GeV in the perturbative limit h R ∼ 1. Even relaxing the weak scale ratio as u/v = 1000-0.001, the B − L breaking scale is Λ = 10 16 -10 4 GeV, respectively, which is beyond TeV scale, where the relevant new physics is governed by w. The second symmetry breaking scheme is most favored.
Without loss of generality, consider the Yukawa couplings of charged leptons h l ab to be flavor diagonal. Thus, the neutrino mixing is completely operated by h R ab , and this is also an important source for charged lepton flavor violating processes. Specially, the processes like µ → 3e happen at the tree level by the exchange of doubly-charged scalar (Ξ ±± 22 ), obtained by
which is suppressed by the Ξ 22 mass, where the Fermi constant is G F = 1.16637×10 −5 GeV −2 . The present non-observation of the transition µ − → e + e − e − bounds Br(µ − → e + e − e − ) < 10 −12 [3] , which translates to h R ee,eµ = 10 −3 -1 for m Ξ 22 √ −λ 2Ξ Λ = 1-1000 TeV, respectively.
The processes like µ → eγ are induced by one-loop corrections of two kinds. The first kind is mediated by the charged gauge bosons W ± L,R and Y ±(q+1) R due to the neutrino and exotic-lepton mixings, respectively, which is very suppressed [19, 20] . The second kind is contributed by singly charged scalars and neutrinos, or doubly charged scalars and charged leptons (τ, µ, e). Since the former contribution is similar to the first kind, the latter would dominate which leads to Br(µ → eγ) α 48π 25 16
where the fine structure constant is α = 1/128. Taking the experimental bound Br(µ → eγ) < The new neutral gauge bosons have both couplings to leptons and quarks. The LHC can bound the quark couplings as well as the products of two coupling types, but not the lepton couplings only. Last one can be addressed by the lepton colliders.
A. LEPII
The LEPII at CERN searched for new neutral gauge boson signals that mediate the processes such as e + e − → (Z 1 , Z 1 ) → ff , where f is ordinary fermion in the final state. From the neutral currents in [14] , we obtain effective interactions describing the processes,
where I is summed over Z 1 , Z 1 , and the chiral couplings a I L,R (f ) = [g I V (f ) ± g I A (f )]/2 can be extracted from [14] .
Concretely, the LEPII searched for such chiral interactions and gave the bounds on respective effective couplings. The most relevant one includes left-handed fermions for f = µ, yielding [21] 
As determined in the neutrino mass section, we have Λ w, thus m Z 1 m Z 1 . Only Z 1 contributes, leading to the m Z 1 bound as
The mixing angle is finite, depending only on the gauge couplings and β, due to Λ w [14] .
Taking t R = 1 and
We consider only the Z 1 processes at the LHC since Z 1 is superheavy and does not contribute.
Because Z 1 directly couples to the standard model quarks, it may be produced at the LHC by s-channel and then decays into high energy lepton and/or jet pairs. Especially, the leptonic productions are very attractive for studying heavy neutral gauge bosons with unsuppressed couplings to leptons [22] . In the narrow width approximation, the cross-section for producing a Z 1 boson at the LHC and then decaying into a ff final state takes the form [23] 
In what follows, we consider the parton luminosity dL/dm 2
at the LHC for √ s = 13 TeV which can be directly obtained from the first reference of [24] . In Fig. 1 , we show the cross-section for the tree-level process pp → Z 1 → ll, where l is either electron or muon which has the same coupling to Z 1 , for two versions β = ±1/ √ 3. Both the theoretical predictions are nearly close, weakly separated by different β signs. The experimental search uses 36.1 fb −1 of proton-proton collision data, collected at √ s = 13 TeV by the ATLAS experiment [25] , giving a negative signal for new high-mass phenomena in the dilepton final state.
It is converted into the lower limit on the Z 1 mass, m Z 1 > 4 TeV, for models with β = ±1/ √ 3.
V. DARK MATTER PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section, we study the dark matter observables corresponding to the two dark matter versions for q = 0 and q = −1 as obtained before.
A. The 3-2-3-1 model with q = 0
In this model, the dark matter candidates are E 0 1,2,3 , H 0 6 , H 0 7 , X 0 R . Recall that the states H 0 6,7
and X 0 R have the masses proportional to Λ scale, while the neutral fermions E 0 1,2,3 have the masses proportional to w scale. Since Λ w, the LWP is naturally taken as a light combination of E 0 1,2,3 , called E 0 . However, if one finetuns the self-scalar couplings or g R , the LWP may also be a scalar or a vector. Depending on the parameter space, we consider three cases.
Fermion dark matter
Supposing that E 1 is the lightest state among all the W -particles, it is stabilized responsible for dark matter due to W -parity conservation and kinetic suppression. E 1 directly couples to the normal leptons ν, l via the new gauge bosons X 0,0 * R , Y ±1 R , respectively, and it also has the neutral currents with Z 1 , Z 1 . Denote the remaining lepton flavors by ν α , l α . E 1 dominantly annihilates into the standard model particles as
where the first two productions have both t-channel by respective X R , Y R and s-channel by Z 1 , Z 1 , while the remainders have only the s-channel. There may exist some contributions from the new scalar portals, but they are small and neglected. There is no standard model Higgs or Z portal.
The neutral gauge bosons Z 1 , Z 1 mix via a finite angle, , and their interactions can be interchanged by replacing (c → −s , s → c ), respectively. Therefore, they play a similar role in the dark matter annihilation channels given in (30) . However, we stress that the contributions of Z 1 , Z 1 to the dark matter annihilation processes are proportional to
, respectively. Due to the condition Λ w, or correspondingly m 2
, the field Z 1 is active that dominantly sets the dark matter observables. Also in this limit, m 2
, only the charged gauge boson Y R contributes to the t-channel, but radically smaller than those of Z 1 . The dark matter is stabilized if m E 1 < m Y R . We also take g L = g R for calculations.
In Fig. 2 we display the dark matter relic density as a function of its mass. The panels from left to right correspond to the selections of the Z 1 mass as 81, 809, 8099 TeV, respectively. It is clear that the relic density is almost unchanged when m Z 1 changes. The stabilization of dark matter yields only a Z 1 resonance regime. For instance, w = 9 TeV, the dark matter mass region is 1.85 < m E 1 < 2.15 TeV, given that it provides the correct abundance. Even if one considers w Λ. In this case, the mixing effect of Z 1 and Z 1 is very small, but still m Z 1 m Z 1 . Therefore, the Z 1 gauge boson dominates the annihilation as given before. Similar to the case in Fig. 2 , the resonance regime for Z 1 is not sensitive to the change of the large VEV as plotted in Fig. 4 . 
In short, Z 1 always governs and sets the dark matter density in all cases, i.e. it is just active portal, provided E 1 is stabilized as leading to only a resonance region for Z 1 .
The direct detection experiments measure the recoil energy deposited by the scattering of dark matter with the nuclei. This scattering is due to the interactions of dark matter with quarks confined in nucleons. The scattering amplitude comes from t-channels via the exchanges of Z 1 , Z 1
bosons. There exist both spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions, but for heavy nuclei, the cross-section is enhanced by the spin-independent interactions due to the factor A 2 . Using micrOMEGAs 4.3.5, we get the cross-section for E 1 -nucleon elastic scattering and the total number of events/day/kg for detector Xe. Fig. 5 shows that the predicted results are consistent with the XENON1T experiment [26] since the dark matter mass is in the TeV scale. Let us remind the reader that when the coupling strength of dark matter and normal matter is similar to the electroweak couplings like our model, the dark matter was generally thought to overpopulate the universe for heavy candidates at TeV scale. And, this was the reason why the WIMP was often interpreted to have a mass at the weak scale, m WIMP ∼ 150 GeV, because Ωh 2 0.1 pb/ σv and σv α 2 /(150 GeV) 2 1 pb recovers the observed relic density Ωh 2 0.11 [3] .
However, the solution changes when dark matter interacts with normal matter via a s-channel heavy portal. Indeed, our fermion dark matter dominantly annihilates into the standard model particles via s-channel by Z 1 . The cross-section is proportional to the squared Z 1 propagator,
) 2 , given in the center-of-mass frame. Thus, the relic density is
) 2 . Hence, we have a resonance at m E 1 = 1 2 m Z 1 , at which the large relic density rapidly decreases to zero. Due to the nature of a resonance, the right relic density is only a narrow funnel, with the width at funnel top proportional to 2 
Scalar dark matter
In the limit w, Λ u, v, the scalar H 6 transforms as a SU (2) L doublet while H 7 is a SU (2) L singlet. If H 6 is the LWP, it has the properties of dark matter as in the inert doublet model [27] . The field H 6 can annihilate into W + W − , ZZ, H 1 H 1 andf f since its mass is beyond the weak scale.
Generalizing the result from M. Cirelli et al. in [10] , the annihilation cross-section is given by , where x ≡ λ 2 1S + λ 2 2S , (α/150 GeV) 2 1 pb aforementioned, and the first and second terms in the brackets come from the standard model gauge and Higgs portal interactions of H 6 , respectively. From the Higgs mass constraint (18) , λ 1S,2S are proportional to the standard model Higgs self-coupling, thus x ∼ λ SM 0.127. Hence, in the most area of the parameter space between the weak and new physics scales, the annihilation through the gauge portal to W + W − and ZZ is so effective (i.e., dominant), and that it derives the thermal abundance equally to or below the measured value for m H 6 < 600 GeV. Above this value, the relic density is overpopulated. However, when m H 6 is large, the scalar dark matter can (co)annihilate into the new normal particles of the 3-2-3-1 model via the new gauge and Higgs portals similarly to the 3-3-1 model [29] , and this can reduce the abundance of dark matter to the observed value, in agreement with the experimental data [2] . Unfortunately, in our case, the scalar doublet dark matter H 6 may scatter off nuclei via t-channel Z exchange, which induces a large cross-section and is already ruled out by the direct detection experiments (see R. Barbieri et al. in [27] for details). Moreover, due to W -parity conservation, the real and imaginary parts of H 6 always have degenerate masses; therefore, there is no way to suppress such channel, unlike the case of the inert doublet model. So, this candidate is not further discussed. Let us assume the scalar H 7 as a dark matter candidate, which is now the LWP and leading to a condition λ 3 < g 2 R w 2 w 2 +2Λ 2 due to m H 7 < m Y R . Additionally, the new fermion Yukawa couplings are chosen to be h E,J ≥ g R / √ 2, so that m E,J ≥ m Y R [14] . Because Λ w, the other W -scalars have masses proportional to Λ, that are heavier than H 7 , as expected. Since H 7 is a singlet of the SU (2) L group, it has only the Higgs (H 1,2,3,4,6,7 ) , new gauge, and new fermion portals. The annihilation products can be the standard model Higgs, W, Z, top quark, and new particles. The most interesting case is to impose the parameter space so that the Higgs portal governs the dark matter observables. For this aim, we derive
Here, note that H 7 φ 1 , H 3 S 3 , H 4 S 4 , the S 3 -S 4 mixing angle ϕ λ 5 w/2(λ 1Ξ + λ 2Ξ )Λ 1,
2(λ 1Ξ + λ 2Ξ )Λ 2 , and m 2
Λ 2 . Hence, the contact interaction (first term and fifth term after integrating H 4 out) and the H 3 portal (fourth term) set the relic density, while the H 1 portal (second term) sets the direct detection cross-section,
2(λ 1Ξ +λ 2Ξ ) ∼ 1, and λ 5 ∼ 1 are larger than g L,R . The above analysis can fully demonstrated by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 6 , where the t-channels by H 6,7 are also included. The annihilation channels H * 7 H 7 → H 1 H 1 via the three graphs of the second row play a major role in determining the abundance, whereas the ones with s-channel by H 1,2 are suppressed by small couplings and heavy mediators [11] . Note that the trilinear Higgs couplings, 14] . If λ 2 is sizable, i.e. f ∼ Λ, the corresponding diagrams mediated by H 6 , H 7 overwhelm annihilation processes, leading to almost vanishing relic density (H 7 annihilates completely, before freezeout).
We concern a small coupling, say λ 2 ∼ λ 3 or f ∼ w (and, of course, m H 6 > ∼ m H 7 ), the relevant t-channel diagrams negligibly contribute, since their amplitudes are proportional to f 2 /m 2 Since H 7 is a standard model singlet, it only scatters off quarks via the Higgs portal h (i.e., tchannel h-exchange), unlike the case of the scalar doublet H 6 . The dark matter-nucleon scattering cross-section can easily be evaluated to be
in agreement with [29] . This prediction coincides with the direct detection limit from the XENON1T experiment σ H 7 −p,n ∼ 3.88 × 10 −45 cm 2 at 90% confidence level for the dark matter mass around the resonant point m H 7 ∼ 2.6 TeV and the sizable Higgs-portal couplingλ ∼ 0.65 [26] .
With suchλ fixed, the lower mass regions of H 7 (including case 1 and low mass regime of case 2)
should be ruled out by the direct detection. We would like to stress that the dark matter mass in considered model is in few TeVs even larger than that, where the abundance is governed by the new physics behind. An indirect detection is very insignificant [28] and is ignored in this work.
The last remark is that from (36) we obtain the resonance width (neglect the bound m Y R )
proportional to λ × 1.354 TeV, which is large due to the large λ = 1 (as taken), in contrast to the case of fermion dark matter governed by the heavy gauge portal. 
Remark on gauge boson dark matter
We would like to emphasize that the mass of the vector gauge boson X 0 R is radically larger than that of the vector gauge boson Y ± R , as we see from [14] and above that m This under-abundance may be evaded by signifying that the vector candidate is superheavy, and non-thermally created as associated with the reheating process or by the gravitational mechanism.
Here, the dark matter is never to thermalize but it derives a corrected relic abundance [30] .
Next, the scalar field, H 0 8 , is considered as a LWP. Because it transforms as the doublet of SU (2) L group, it directly couples to the standard model gauge boson and behaves like the H 0 6 scalar field, see in Sec. V A 2. Hence, we have not repeated it here.
To conclude this section, we have focussed primarily on the dark matter abundances and direct detections. Since our candidates are heavy, the indirect detections as well as the current collider searches are insignificant. But, when the LHC is run at √ s = 14 TeV with high integrated luminosity, it is worth searching for.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Unlike the minimal left-right symmetric model, the SU (3) C ⊗ SU (2) L ⊗ SU (3) R ⊗ U (1) X model treats the baryon-minus-lepton number as a non-Abelian gauge charge, analogous to the electric charge, which provides a nontrivial unification framework for the electroweak and B−L interactions as well as manifestly unifying the dark (wrong B − L) and normal sectors in gauge multiplets. The matter parity W P = (−1) 3(B−L)+2s is a residual gauge symmetry, transforming nontrivially on the dark fields. The conservation of W P means that the lightest wrong B − L particle is stabilized, responsible for dark matter. The electric charge parameter (i.e., the electric charge of E a ) is constrained by −1.822 < q < 0.822. If the new leptons E a carry integer charges, there exist two dark matter models corresponding to q = 0 and q = −1. These dark matter models always have the Landau poles larger than the Planck scale.
The neutrino masses are naturally induced by a seesaw mechanism. Since the Dirac neutrino masses are related to those of the charged leptons, the seesaw scale ranges from 10 4 GeV or 10 16
GeV depending on the weak scale ratio u/v. At the low seesaw scale, the lepton flavor violation decays µ → 3e and µ → eγ are dominantly induced by a doubly-charged Higgs exchange. The decay rates are consistent with the experimental bounds if the doubly-charged Higgs mass varies from few TeVs to hundred TeVs.
The model contains two new neutral gauge bosons Z 1 , Z 1 in which Z 1 has mass at the seesaw scale, more heavier than Z 1 . Thus, the field Z 1 is accessible at the colliders as well as governing the dark matter observable, unlike Z 1 . The LEPII constrains the Z 1 mass at O(1) TeV, while the LHC searches show that the Z 1 mass is larger than 4 TeV for √ s = 13 TeV.
We investigate the two viable dark matter models. The model q = 0 contains two types of dark matter, fermion and scalar fields. The fermion dark matter relics is dominated by the Z 1 gauge boson in every symmetry breaking scheme. There always exits a resonance Z 1 and narrow region for the dark matter mass that produces the correct abundance, in agreement with the Z 1 bounds. The scalar dark matter can be a SU (2) L doublet or a SU (2) L singlet, which both can reproduce the correct relic density. But the doublet candidate may be ruled out by the direct detection experiments. The model q = −1 also contains two kinds of dark matter. The scalar SU (2) L doublet candidate behaves similarly to the scalar doublet in the previous model, and thus ruled out. The vector candidate is stabilized, but has a thermal abundance far bellow the WMAP/PLANCK predictions. In short, the two models predict distinct scenarios for dark matter.
